Neutrophil kinetics in the pulmonary microcirculation. Effects of pressure and flow in the dependent lung.
Increases in pulmonary arterial pressure or blood flow raise peripheral white cell count by releasing sequestered leukocytes from the lung. The effects of altered hemodynamics, however, on the leukocyte sequestration site and on the distribution of leukocyte transit times through the pulmonary microcirculation are unknown. We used in vivo fluorescence videomicroscopy to study the passage of individual, fluorescein-isothiocyanate-labeled neutrophils through the pulmonary microcirculation of anesthetized dogs. Pulmonary hemodynamics were altered over a wide range. Regardless of the hemodynamic conditions, the only place that any of the 2,919 observed neutrophils stopped was in the capillaries. The periods of immobility had a wide range, from less than 1 to greater than 1,200 s. Because the cells remained motionless once they stopped and then accelerated suddenly as they regained the free-flowing stream, the obstructions must have been discrete. About a quarter of the capillary pathways had one site of high resistance. Another quarter offered two or more obstructions. In the remaining half, the neutrophils passed rapidly and without pause from arteriole to venule. Increases in pressure and flow decreased the number of times that individual cells stopped. These changes altered the median transit time by shifting the distribution of transit times between the slowest and fastest groups. We conclude that most of the total pathlength of perfused capillaries offers little resistance even to neutrophils. There are, however, focal areas in individual capillaries that offer high resistance to neutrophil passage.